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Abstract. This paper presents a two-tiered reliable application layer
multicast (ALM) solution, called HRALM, to provide lossless ALM
services. HRALM builds a domain-based multicast tree, and divides the
members into two transport planes (i.e., Plane 1 and Plane 2) in terms of
the tree. In any domain, the distance between each member and the
domain header is below a given threshold, which improves the capability
of topology-awareness. According to the loss detected by members in
different planes, HRALM adopts different but correlated recovery
solutions. In HRALM, a member duplicates and forwards the received
recovery packet to each of its children if it has not received the data unit
carried by the recovery packet before receiving the recovery packet,
which can actively recover the loss at the downstream nodes. The
simulation experiments show that HRALM has desirable transport and
recovery performance.
Keywords: application layer multicast, negative acknowledgement, loss,
recovery.

1.

Introduction

In group applications (e.g., file distribution and multi-party game), multicast is
the most efficient approach because it saves much bandwidth and greatly
reduces the load of servers. Multicast functionality was originally implemented
at the IP layer. IP multicast is an excellent approach to deliver multicast
packets, without any unnecessary data duplication. However, IP multicast has
some drawbacks that are the hurdles to its ubiquitous deployment. For
examples, IP multicast depends on the support of multicast routers, and IP
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multicast can make the entries of route forwarding tables increase rapidly.
More problems of IP multicast can be seen in [1].
As an alternative of IP Multicast, application layer multicast implements the
multicast functionality at application layer instead of IP layer. In ALM, network
infrastructures need no additional modification, which addresses the problem
of non-ubiquitous deployment of IP Multicast across wide-area. A major
disadvantage of building ALM trees is that the members have no direct
knowledge of the underlying topology, which brings some unavoidable
performance penalties. In other words, ALM accelerates multicast deployment
at the cost of acceptable performance penalties (such as additional traffic load
and latency). Presently, ALM has been widely researched (see [2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]).
In the delivery tree of IP multicast, branch nodes (other than the root) are
multicast routers, and leaf nodes are group members. In contrast, no-leaf
nodes in ALM trees are dynamic group members instead of multicast routers.
Therefore the transport in ALM is obviously unreliable. In the following parts,
reliable ALM refers to the ALM that can provide lossless service [16].
Providing end-to-end reliability through TCP is a choice of implementing the
reliable ALM. However, it is difficult for this approach to obtain effective flow
control in the viewpoint of group communication, because the end-to-end
transmissions are asynchronous. For the same reason, the approach requires
frequent data numbering and renumbering operations. Additionally, some
end-to-end transmissions can be broken because group members can leave
the group randomly [17]. LER [16] is one of few available studies on reliable
ALM based on UDP. LER employs a lateral retransmission instead of a
vertical retransmission from a host's ancestors. Since LER randomly divides
hosts into several planes and independently builds an overlay tree in each
plane, the capability of clustering nearby nodes is limited in some degree.
Another limitation of LER is that it takes high measurement and computation
overheads to select proper recovery neighbors [17].
This paper analyzes the transmission features of ALM delivery trees, and
further proposes a two-tiered reliable application layer multicast solution
HRALM. HRALM builds a domain-based multicast tree. A domain consists of
three types of members, i.e., domain header (DH), domain agent (DA) and
common host (CH). In each domain, the distance between each member and
the domain header is below a given threshold. The distance-based domain
can improve the capability of topology-awareness. HRALM divides the
members into two transport planes (i.e., Plane 1 and Plane 2) in terms of the
built delivery tree. Specifically, Plane 1 consists of all the domain headers,
and Plane 2 consists of other members. HRALM employs different but
correlated solutions to recover the loss detected by members in different
planes. HRALM also uses an active recovery mechanism to improve the
recovery performance. The members in the two planes play obviously
different roles, and the approaches for recovering the loss at members in the
two planes are also different. Therefore, HRALM can be considered as a twotiered reliable ALM solution.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
related work. Section 3 presents an overview of HRALM architecture.
HRALM′s tree building and loss recovery approaches are explained in Section
4 and 5, respectively. We evaluate HRALM performance by analyzing the
simulation results in Section 6. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 7.

2.

Related Work

ALM is a promising solution to provide the delivery service to group
applications. Presently, ALM has been widely researched. In the delivery tree
of IP multicast, branch nodes (other than the root) are multicast routers, and
leaf nodes are group members. However, no-leaf nodes in ALM delivery trees
are dynamic group members instead of multicast routers, which make the
delivery of ALM unreliable. Therefore the reliable application layer multicast
technology is an important research topic.
To improve the reliability, multiple-tree multicast approaches have been
proposed, e.g., CoopNet [18], SplitStream [19], THAG [20] and NHAG [21].
Multiple-tree multicast constructs multiple paths between the root and each
group member and delivers descriptions by using MDC [22] [23] to split the
original streaming media into several descriptions. CoopNet proposes a
centralized algorithm to facilitate deployment of multiple-multicast trees from
different sources, and does not have explicit mechanisms to maximize
bandwidth. SplitStream is a tree-based multicast algorithm based on
structured overlay networks. THAG and NHAG can construct the node-disjoint
multicast tree. Though the multiple-tree multicast approaches can improve the
reliability of ALM, they are not reliable ALM solutions.
In ALMI [3], data distribution along the multicast tree occurs on a hop by
hop fashion. Depending on the application, the data transfer between two
adjacent members can be reliable or unreliable by deploying TCP or UDP,
respectively. Yoid [8] also gives a similar TCP-based scheme for providing the
reliable service. [17] explains some cases where TCP cannot provide good
end-to-end reliability for group members in ALM environment, including: If a
member leaves or fails, all the member's descendants need to reconnect to
the remaining overlay and establish new TCP sessions from where they
stopped; While it's easy to reconnect to the overlay, it's not guaranteed that
the data flows can be restarted from where they are stopped; If the buffer of a
member host has finite size, the packets needed by the newly established
TCP session might not be in the buffer. [16] points out that (1) TCP-based
reliable approach may not achieve high throughput due to TCP backoff
mechanism, (2) the hosts at the leaves of the delivery tree may suffer from
high delay, as a data segment has to be completely received before being
forwarded downstream, and (3) it is not obvious to extend TCP in hop-by-hop,
packet-by-packet manner for the reliable service.
LER [16] is one of few available studies on reliable ALM based on UDP.
LER employs a lateral retransmission instead of a vertical retransmission from
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a host's ancestors. LER randomly divides hosts into several planes and
independently builds an overlay tree in each plane. In a plane, a host acts as
the multicast tree root (i.e., the plane source). The original source sends data
to all the plane sources, which then distribute data along their own trees. Each
host selects some hosts in other planes as its recovery neighbors, which are
sorted according to the estimated recovery latency. A limitation of LER is that
it takes high measurement and computation overheads to select proper
recovery neighbors [17]. Clustering nearby nodes is a promising approach for
building the delivery tree with low end-to-end delay and network traffic.
However, randomly dividing the hosts into some planes weakens the above
advantage to some extent.
In contrast, providing reliable service based on IP multicast has been
widely studied (see [24, 25, 26, 27]). The NACK-based recovery mechanism
is widely adopted in the existing approaches for reliable IP multicast. In the
NACK-based mechanism (e.g., NORM [25]), the receiver (i.e., the group
member other than the root in the delivery tree) sends a NACK message to
request the receiver (of the message) to retransmit the recovery packet. The
NACK-based recovery mechanism reduces the retransmission delay to some
extent. Because of the above intrinsic difference, it is unwise for reliable ALM
to directly leverage some existing approaches that work well in reliable IP
multicast.

3.

Overview of HRALM Architecture

The design objective of HRALM is to provide reliable (i.e., lossless) ALM
services to the group members. Specifically, HRALM builds an ALM tree to
distribute the data and recovers the loss in the distribution procedure. HRALM
uses our proposed TCM model (see [28]) to build the multicast tree and
divides the group members into two transport planes in terms of the built tree.
In the structure of the HRALM tree, there are many distance-based domains,
and most of group members each belong to a domain. Each domain has a
center, called domain header (DH). In any domain, the distance between each
member and the domain header is within a given cluster threshold (denoted
by λ). In HRALM, there exist some members, called foreign hosts (FHs),
which do not belong to any domain. Except DH and FH, there also are two
types of members, i.e., domain agent (DA) and common host (CH). Fig. 1
illustrates the four types of members:
 Domain header: DH is the center of the corresponding domain, i.e., the
distance between each member in the domain and the header is not more
than the given domain threshold λ. The child of a DH member might be (1)
a CA in the same domain, or (2) a DH in a different domain, or (3) a FH
which does not belong to any domain.
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 Domain agent: DA is a child of the DH of the corresponding domain. DA
may accept three types of members (i.e., CHs in the same domain, FHs,
and DHs in different domain) as its children.
 Common host: The parent of each CH is a DA node, and only other CHs in
the same domain and FHs can become the children of a CH node.
 Foreign host: A FH (denoted by r) does not belong to any domain, and the
parent of r might be a DH, DA, or CH. Let h mean the first upstream DH
node in r’s root path, then the distance between r and h is more than λ.
Only other FHs can become the children of a FH.
Domain 2
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Source
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Fig. 1. Structure of the HRALM tree

Plane 1

Plane 2

Fig. 2. The two-tiered transport planes of HRALM

According to the above description, we know that a domain consists of
three types of members, i.e., DHs, DAs, and CHs. In the following parts,
domain members represent the members (except the DH) in a certain
domain. In HRALM, each member keeps the corresponding addresses and
types of its children. If a child is X (DH, DA, CH, or FH) node, we call it X
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child. Additionally, we say that a domain D is leaded by member m if m is the
domain header of D.
The tree root (i.e., the data source) is a special DH member, and the
domain leaded by the root only contains a single member (i.e., the DH). In
HRALM, there are two types of transport planes, i.e., Plane 1 and Plane 2. All
the DH members belong to Plane 1, while other members belong to Plane 2.
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the above two-tiered transport planes.
In the application layer multicast, clustering nearby members can make the
tree structure congruent to the network topology to some extent. Based on the
above heuristic, HRALM adopts the above structure to cluster the members.
Another important reason of using the above structure is to form the twotiered transport planes in terms of the types of members.
In the reliable multicast, the confirmation entity is either packet or ADU, as
IETF RFC 2887 [29] explains. HRALM uses ADU-level confirmation, which
corresponds to ALM in nature. In HRALM, there are two types of negative
acknowledgement packets, i.e., NACK1 (sent by members in Plane 1) and
NACK2 (sent by members in Plane 2). Since the members in Plane 1 are
usually in the top of the HRALM tree, HRALM attempts to recover the loss at
members in Plane 1 through a quick and robust approach. The above quick
and robust recovery ensures that the nodes in Plane 1 are relatively reliable.
Based on these relatively reliable nodes, HRALM uses multi-round approach
to recover the loss at members in Plane 2. Through the above hierarchical
recovery solution, the recovery performance in HRALM is effectively
improved.
HRALM also use an active recovery mechanism, i.e., any member
duplicates and forwards the received recovery packet if it has not received the
data unit carried by the packet before the arrival of the packet. In ALM, a loss
at some tree node (denoted by m) must result in the same loss at the
downstream nodes of node m. Therefore the above mechanism can actively
recover the loss at the downstream nodes and reduce the recovery delay.
For providing lossless delivery service, the data source in HRALM buffers
all the sent ADUs. However, the member (other than the root) buffers the
latest received ADUs in terms of a fixed buffer size designed by the member.

4.

Tree Construction of HRALM

In this section, we will introduce the TCM-based tree building approach used
in HRALM. In the approach, the group information (e.g., the address of the
root) is memorized by a Rendezvous Point (RP). When the newcomer wants
to join the group, it first contacts the RP and gets the address of the data
source. Then the newcomer joins the group in terms of the join algorithm
shown in Fig. 3.
In the join algorithm, candi represents a candidate node which might
become the parent of the newcomer. The join algorithm uses round trip time
(rtt) as the distance metric. In this paper, we use d(m,n) to denote the round
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trip time from n to m. In the algorithm, JoinDomain(m,n,1) means host n joins
the domain whose header is m, and JoinDomain(m,n,2) represents n become
a downstream FH node of m. We will give more explanation on the above two
procedures in next part. In terms of Line 3 in the join algorithm, n cannot
become a domain member of the domain leaded by s if d(s,n)  λ. Line 4 in the
algorithm is executed if (1) d(m,n)>λ and f (n)  2, or (2) d(m,n)  λ and m=s.
In HRALM, there are three types of join messages, i.e., JoinRequest (t,0),
JoinRequest (t,1) and JoinRequest (t,2), where t denotes the receiver of the
join messages. If a node accepts a join request from a member of type A,
then the new child of the node is marked with symbol A.
Procedure Join (s,n)
// Newcomer n joins the group. s denotes the data source.
1: Initialize：candi←s; S is allocated for storing past candi nodes. All
members have no any label by default.
// S is a stack
2: Query candi to discover all its DH children. Measure the rtts from
candi and its DH children to n. Let Ω mean the set of candi and its
DH children.
3: Find the nearest node (m) among nodes in Ω. If d(m,n)  λ and m≠s,
then JoinDomain(m,n,1); If d(m,n)>λ and f(n)<2, then
JoinDomain(m,n,2).
4: Find the nearest member (denoted by m′) among nodes (without the
full labels) in Ω. If all nodes in Ω are marked with a full label, then
pop the top element p of S, candi←p, go to Line 2.
5: If m′ is not the current candidate node, push candi onto the stack S,
candi←m′, go to Line 2.
6: Send a join request JoinRequest (candi,0) to candi. If the join request
is refused, then mark candi with a full label and go to Line 4.
Otherwise, candi becomes n’s parent node, and n mark itself with a
DH label.
Fig. 3. Join algorithm

In this paper, we use f (m) to denote the fanout of member m, i.e., the
maximum number of children which host m is willing to accommodate in the
multicast tree [2]. Similarly, we use f ′(m) to denote the remnant fanout of m.
f ′(m) is equal to the number of existing children subtract f (m). The fanout of
member m is obtained by sending some detecting packet before m joins the
group. Let σ1(k), σ2(k), σ3(k) and σ4(k) denote the number of DH children of k,
the number of DA children of k, the number of CH children of k and the
number of FH children of k, respectively. Then a DH (donated by d) responds
to a join request sent by t in terms of the following cases:
(1) If f ′(d)  2, d accepts join request of any type.
(2) If f′(d)=1, σ2(d)  1 and d receives a JoinRequest(d,0) message, then d
accepts t as its DH child.
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(3) If f ′(d)=1, σ1(d)  1, and d receives a JoinRequest(d,1) message, then d
accepts t as its DA child.
(4) If f ′(d)=0, σ4(d)  1, and d receives a JoinRequest(d,0) message, then
d: accepts t as its DH child; randomly selects a FH child and tells it to
rejoin the group starting from d.
(5) If f ′(d)=0, σ4(d)  1, and d receives a JoinRequest(d,1) message, then
d: accepts t as its DA child; randomly selects a FH child and tells it to
rejoin the group starting from d.
(6) Otherwise, d rejects the join request.
According the first three cases, we can see that the DH node reserves the
child location to DA and other DH nodes. From case (4) and (5), we also know
that DH and DA nodes have priority over FH nodes when they compete for
the same child location.
Procedure JoinDomain(m,n,k)
// Newcomer n joins a domain leaded by m. k=1 or 2.
1: Initialize：candi_D←m; stack D is allocated for storing past candi_D
nodes.
2: Query candi_D to discover all its children. Let Ψ mean the set of
candi_D, DA and CH children, and FH children if k=2. Measure the rtt
from each member in Ψ to n.
3: Find the nearest member among nodes without full label in set Ψ. If all
nodes in Ψ are with a full label, then pop the top element p in D,
candi_D←p, go to Line 2.
4: If the nearest member is not the current candidate node, push candi_D
into the stack D, candi_D←the nearest member, go to Line 3.
5: Send a JoinRequest (candi_D,k) request to candi_D. If refused, mark
candi _D with a full label and go to Line 3. Otherwise, candi_D
becomes n’s parent node, and mark itself by a DA label if candi_D=m
and k=1, or A CH label if candi_D≠m and k=1, or A FH label if k=2.
Fig. 4. Join the group to become a domain member or FH

The CM or FH node (denoted by b) accepts join request only if f ′(b)  1.
The DA node (donated by g) responds to a join request sent by t in terms of
the following cases:
(1) If f ′(g)  2, g accepts join request of any type.
(2) If f ′(g)=1, σ4(g)  1 and g receives a JoinRequest(g,1) message, then: g
accepts t as its CH child; g randomly selects a FH child of g and tells it
to rejoin the group starting from g.
(3) Otherwise, g rejects the join request.
In the application layer multicast, clustering nearby members makes the
tree structure congruent to the network topology to some extent, which can
effectively improve the performance of the ALM tree. The TCM-based tree
building approach tries to divides most of the group members into many
domains in terms of the distance, which is helpful for HRALM to cluster the
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members. HRALM positions the newcomer by searching the existing tree. The
searching procedure stops when it reaches a leaf node, or a node that is
closer to the newcomer than the related neighbors. Therefore, we can say
that the HRALM tree is topology-aware in some degree.
In HRALM, each host periodically sends the message including current root
path to its children, and instantly sends the message when it finds that its root
path is changed. Each member m also periodically sends the heartbeat
messages to keep its neighbor nodes active. When a DH node leaves the
group gracefully, it will actively tell the neighbors to cope with its leave. If a
member leaves the group without any notification, all the children of the
member rejoin the group starting from a closest and active upstream node in
its root path. As to the other maintenance procedures, such as structure
update, partition recovery, loop detection and resolution, HRALM can use the
approaches of some tree-based ALM protocols. We do not care these details
in this paper.

5.

Loss Recovery of HRALM

In this section, we first introduce the transmission characters of ALM, which is
the basis of the design of the loss recovery in HRALM. Then we introduce the
related packet and timer types. Finally, we explain the loss recovery solutions
for the members in Plane 1 and 2, respectively.

5.1.

Transmission Characters of ALM

In IP multicast tree, the loss at a group member (other than the root) has no
direct influence on other group members. In contrast, if a node (i.e., group
member) in the ALM tree could not receive some correct packet for any
reason, all its downstream nodes in the tree would lose the corresponding
correct packet because group members take on the forwarding functionality of
multicast routers. In ALM, from the root to each member, there is one unique
loop-free path along the multicast tree. The member list of this path is called
root path [2]. Therefore, there is a high error correlation among the nodes in a
root path. Clearly, the group member in multicast session can leave randomly,
and has limited capability of forwarding the data because of some reasons
(e.g., network congestion and resource exhaust). Therefore the forwarding
functionality of the member host is unreliable in ALM.
In a delivery tree (including n+1 nodes) whose maximum node degree is k,
we can easily conclude that the node at level i has at least
(k i 1  1)
 k i 1 downstream nodes.
k 1
In a given delivery tree, if a node n at level i loses a correct packet but all
its upstream nodes in its root path receive the correct packet, we say that an
n 1
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interrupt event happens at the node n, denoted by I(n). We use p j (n) to
mean the jth upstream node in n's root path. For examples, p1 (n) means the
parent of node n, and p2 (n) denotes n's grandfather. Assume that the event,
that a node cannot correctly receive each packet sent by its parent in the
delivery tree, is independent distributed. Then we have:
Lemma 1. The interrupt event happens with higher probability at lower level in
the delivery tree. Note that the root is at the lowest level (i.e., level 1).
Proof. Let a node n cannot receive the correct packet sent by its parent with
probability of  n , then the interrupt event happens at a node n with probability
of Pr(I (n)) , Pr( I (n))   n



i 1
j 1

(1   p j ( n) ) , where i is the level of node n in the

delivery tree. Therefore we can easily prove the lemma.
According to the above description, we can notice that the interrupt event
usually has heavy negative influence on the reliability of the application layer
multicast.

5.2.

Packet and Timer Types

There are five types of messages (i.e., NACK1, NACK2, NACK1_T,
NACK2_A and RECOVERY) and two types of timers (i.e., T_NACK1 and
T_NACK2) in the recovery procedure of HRALM, as Table 1 and 2 show.
Table 1．The packet types related to the loss recovery

Packet type
NACK1
NACK2
NACK1_T
NACK2_A
RECOVERY

Description
Negative acknowledgement sent by a DH
Negative acknowledgement sent by a member in
Plane 2
NACK1 acknowledgement packet
NACK2 acknowledgement packet
Recovery packet

Table 2．The timer types related to the loss recovery

Timer type
T_NACK1
T_NACK2

Description
NACK1 retransmission timer
NACK2 retransmission timer

The NACK1 and NACK2 messages are the retransmission requests sent
by members in Plane 1 and Plane 2, respectively. When a DH node received
a NACK1 message from member m, it sends the NACK1_T message to tell m
to restart its T_NACK1 timer if the expected ADU is not in its buffer and it will
forward the NACK1 message to other DHs. The NACK1_A message is used
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to tell the receiver to contact the next recovery source. HRALM can
distinguish the RECOVERY message from the normal data packet by
identification in the application data unit. A member forwards the received
recovery packet if it has not received the data unit carried by the packet
before the arrival of the packet. More detail on the above messages can be
seen in the following section.
The time intervals of T_NACK1 and T_NACK2 timers are denoted by tNACK1
and tNACK2, respectively. When a member in Plane 1 finds that it has lost a
correct ADU, it sends the NACK1 messages to some nodes by the unicast
means and starts the T_NACK1 timer. Similarly, a member in Plane 2 sends a
NACK2 message to a DH by the unicast means and starts the T_NACK2
timer when the member detects a loss. Let rtt (m) means the round trip time
from the data source to member m, then tNACK1 and tNACK2 each are larger than
rtt(m).

5.3.

Loss Recovery for DHs

In this paper, we say that a member is at level k if there are (k-1) upstream
nodes in its root path. In HRALM, each DH m at level k keeps a recovery list
(denoted by Lm,k).The recovery list saves some member nodes (called
recovery neighbors) which are potential loss recovery sources for m. Note that
the tree root is not included in any recovery list. Let v(Lm,k) denote the number
of recovery neighbors in Lm,k, then
v(Lm,k)=max{int(|α-logk|), β} ,
(1)
where α and β are two configuration parameters. Specifically, α and β denote
the upper bound and lower bound of the number of recovery neighbors,
respectively. The upper bound is used to confine the maximum number of
NACK1 messages in the loss recovery procedure, while the lower bound
ensures that the loss recovery for DHs is robust. The default values of α and β
are 4 and 2, respectively. According to the rule of hierarchical recovery, Eq.
(1) also considers the influence of the level of a member in some degree. In
HRALM, the address of a DH is periodically delivered to the group members
by the multicast way. Then DH node m randomly selects v(Lm,k) DH nodes as
its recovery neighbors in terms of the above address information. Additionally,
a DH node periodically sends a heartbeat message to each recovery neighbor
to acknowledgement the living of the recovery neighbor. Once finding that
some recovery neighbor is not active, the DH node replaces it with an active
DH node.
The algorithm shown in Fig. 5 explains the procedure of recovering the loss
at a DH node. In this paper, NACK1(n,m) denotes the NACK1 message that is
used to tell the receiver of the message to retransmit ADU n to member m,
NACK1_T(n) means the NACK1_T message that is used to tell the receiver of
the message to restart the T_NACK1 timer for ADU n, and RECOVERY(n)
represents the RECOVERY message that carries ADU n. When member m in
Plane 1 (i.e., DH m) finds that it has lost ADU n, it instantly sends a NACK1
message to each recovery neighbor in the recovery list by the unicast means,
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for requiring the latter to retransmit ADU n to m, and starts the T_NACK1
timer.
Procedure RecoverDH(m, n,v(Lm,k))
// Recover the lost ADU n of DH m.
1: m sends NACK1(n,m) to each node in v(Lm,k), to request the latter to
retransmit ADU n; m starts the T_NACK1 timer.
2: If m receives NACK1_T(n), it restarts the T_NACK1 timer.
3: If m receives RECOVERY(n) before the T_NACK1 timer expires, the
loss at m is recovered. Additionally, it duplicates and forwards the
message to its children if it has not previously received the ADU.
4: If m have not received RECOVERY(n) before the T_NACK1 timer
expires, it sends NACK1(n,m) to the root.
Fig. 5. The recovery algorithm for the DH node

When DH p receives NACK1(n,m), it retransmits ADU n to m if ADU n is in
its buffer; Otherwise, p sends NACK1(n,m) to each recovery neighbor in the
recovery list and sends NACK1_T(n) to m. Any member duplicates and
forwards received RECOVERY(n) to all its children if it has not received ADU
n before the arrival of the recovery packet. In the application layer multicast,
the loss at a member results in the same loss at all downstream nodes of the
member. Therefore the above solution can actively recover the loss at
downstream members. However, the active recovery might produce some
repeated ADUs. To address the above problem, the members detect and
discard the repeated ADUs.
In the practical application, it is seldom that a DH node sends a NACK1
message but receives no response. For providing complete reliable loss
recovery, HRALM also copes with the above situation, i.e., a DH node sends
the NACK1 message to the tree root if there is no response to the previous
NACK1 message (see Line 4 of the algorithm shown in Fig. 5).
From the algorithm shown in Fig. 5, we can notice that the possible
recovery source (i.e., m's recovery neighbors, recovery neighbors of m's
recovery neighbors, and so on) exponentially increases in the recovery
procedure. Therefore the loss recovery for the DH node is quick and robust.
Fig. 6 illustrates two examples of recovering the loss at a DH node. In Fig.
6a, member m sends the NACK message (i.e., NACK1(n,m)) to each node in
its recovery list (including n1, n2 and n3). Once receiving NACK1(n,m), node n3
retransmits ADU n to m because ADU n is in its buffer. In the example,
member m receives no response from node n1 and n2 for some reasons, such
as the network congestion and member departure. Fig. 6b depicts another
recovery procedure. In this case, n1 sends NACK1_T(n) to m and sends
NACK1(n,m) to each node in its recovery list. Finally, m gets RECOVERY(n)
from n4.
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Fig. 6. Examples of recovering the loss at a DH node

5.4.

Loss Recovery for Members in Plane 2

As noted previously, only the members in Plane 2 (i.e., DAs, CHs and FHs)
can send the NACK2 messages. HRALM employs a multi-round procedure to
recover the loss triggered by NACK2. In this situation, a recovery round starts
when a member sends a NACK2 message to one of its upstream nodes in the
corresponding delivery tree, and ends when the member receives the
expected ADU (carried by RECOVERY message) or T_NACK2 timer expires.
Assume that there are nr(m) nodes between m and the tree root in m’s root
path, and nh(m) nodes between m and the first (i.e., closest) DH node in m’s
root path, then we define a recovery source selection function as
Ui(m)=min{nr(m), nh(m)+i} ,
(2)
When member m in Plane 1 finds that it has lost a correct ADU (denoted by
n), it waits a random time interval between 0 and rtt(m), then sends a NACK2
message (i.e., NACK2(n,m)) to the U1(m)th upstream node in m's root path,
for requiring the latter to retransmit ADU n, and starts the T_NACK2 timer.
When the U1(m)th upstream node receives the NACK2 message, it
retransmits ADU n to m if ADU n is in its buffer; Otherwise, it sends a
NACK2_A message to m to acknowledge the receipt of the NACK2 message.
Once (1) m receives the NACK2_A message before the timer expires or (2)
the T_NACK2 timer expires, it sends the NACK2 message to the U2(m)th
upstream node in m's root path and restarts the T_NACK2 timer. The above
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procedure goes on until m receives the expected recovery packet. Fig. 7 gives
an example of recovering the loss at the member in Plane 2.
RECOVERY(n)
,5)
K 2( n
NAC
5
NACK2(n,5)
4

0

1

2

NACK2_A(n)

3

Domain 3
Fig. 7. Example of recovering the loss at the member in Plane 2

According to structure of the HRALM tree, the members in Plane 2 usually
are at the middle or bottom of the ALM tree. Therefore the loss recovery
operations for members in Plane 2 are effectively reduced by the active
recovery mechanism and NACK2 suppression. From Eq. (2), we can see that
the recovery source selection is based on a linear function, and each recovery
source is a DH node. As noted above, the loss at a DH node can be quickly
and robustly recovered. Consequently, the loss at member m also can be
quickly recovered in most cases.
Since a domain member first sends a NACK2 message to the header of the
domain that it belongs to and rechooses the next recovery source by a linear
function, the NACK2 explosion problem is effectively alleviated. In addition,
the NACK2 suppression further alleviates the NACK2 explosion problem.

6.

Simulation Experiments

We used the GT-ITM Generator [30] to generate a 5000-node transit-stub
graph as our underlying network topology. Each node represents a router,
and the average degree of router nodes was about 3. We also generated
1000 nodes as member hosts, which were connected to stub-domain router
nodes randomly. Each stub-domain node connected a host node at most. The
fanout of 960 member hosts were assigned by a random value between 2 and
5, and the fanout of other member hosts were assigned by 1. The server was
located in a random stub-domain. In the simulations, packets are randomly
dropped in each link with probability of an interval μ (called reliability interval).
By default, μ=[0.01,0.2], λ=0.25tmax, where tmax is the maximum value of rrts
between the members and the server. We simulated the related protocols with
NS-2 ([31]).
In our experiments, we first used HRALM and LER to build the ALM tree
with 1000 receivers, respectively. Table 3 gives the distribution of members of
different types in HRALM. From the table, we know that about 10% members
are located in Plane 1. Fig. 8 compares the load of the main links, of which
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each connects two nodes in different stub-domains, of HRALM and LER
trees. Physical link load (stress) means the number of identical copies of a
packet that traverse a physical link. As noted previously, LER randomly
divides member hosts into several independent planes, which results in that
some nearby nodes cannot be well clustered. Therefore LER has higher link
load than HRALM (see Fig. 8). In addition, there are more related main links
in LER. Note that the related links denote the links that connect the nodes in
different stub-domains and transport the data packets of the group
application.
Table 3．The distribution of different types of receivers

DHs
109

DAs
245

CHs
614

FHs
32

Fig. 8. Physical link load of HRALM and LER

Fig. 9 shows the mean numbers of recovery rounds of HRALM. In each
scenario of these experiments, a HRALM tree with 1000 receivers was built,
and then 100 ADUs are distributed along the tree with 3 reliability intervals,
respectively. In this part, a loss recovery round means a recovery round in the
recovery procedure for a loss at the member in Plane 2, or a NACK1 diffusion
phase (i.e., the NACK messages are sent by some node for recovering a
certain loss) in the recovery procedure for a loss at the member in Plane 1. In
particular, the number of loss recovery rounds for a loss is zero if the loss is
actively recovered. From Fig. 9, we can notice that the mean number of loss
recovery rounds is low in each scenario, which means that HRALM can
quickly recover the loss.
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Fig.9. Loss recovery rounds of HRALM

Fig.10. The number of DHs of HRALM

Fig.10 shows the number of DHs in 10 groups with different group sizes. In
the figure, DH ratio denotes the ratio of the number of DHs to the number of
all members. From the figure, we can see that DH ratio has a dropping trend
as the group size grows, which means more and more nodes are clustered
with the growth of group size. Since HRALM uses the distance-based domain
to contain the domain members, the DH ratio would continue to decrease if
more members joined the same group session.
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Fig.11. The recovery type 1 ratio of HRALM

In next experiments, we divided the recovery packets into two types, i.e.,
recovery type 1 and recovery type 2. If a recovery packet is sent to the related
members because of the loss recovery launched by a DH node, then the
packet is identified by type 1. Otherwise, the recovery packet is identified by
type 2. Fig.11 plots the ratio of the number of the recovery packets of type 1
to the number of total recovery packets. From the figure, we can see that the
recovery launched by the members in Plane 1 plays an important role through
only about 10% group members are DHs.

Fig.12. Recovery delay comparison of HRALM and LER

Fig.12 and Fig.13 illustrate the recovery delay and of recovery load HRALM
and LER in 10 groups with different group sizes. In these experiments, we
used two planes and five planes to build LER multicast tree, respectively. L/H
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recovery delay ratio means the ratio of average recovery delay of LER to that
of HRALM. Let l(n) mean the number of links that transport the recovery
packet n, and R(A) mean the set of recovery packets in solution A. Then L/H
recovery load ratio (denoted by LHLR) is defined as
 l ( n)
.
(3)
LHLR  nR ( LER )
 l ( n)
nR ( HRALM )

According to the above definition, we can notice that LHLR can evaluate
the load of the loss recovery. From Fig.12, we can see that L/H recovery
delay ratio is more than 1 in each group, and that ratio increases as the group
size grows. We attribute the desirable performance to quick loss recovery for
DHs and the active recovery mechanism. From Fig.13, we notice that L/H
recovery load ratio is also more than 1 in each group, and has an increasing
trend. Fig.12 and Fig.13 tell us that HRALM can obviously improve the
recovery performance.

Fig.13. Recovery load comparison of HRALM and LER

7.

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a two-tiered reliable application layer multicast
solution HRALM, which can provide lossless services. In HRALM, most of
members belong to the distance-based domains. In the domain, the distance
between each member and the domain center is below a given threshold. The
distance-based domain can cluster nearby members well. According to the
structure of the domain-based tree, HRALM divides the members into four
types of members, i.e., domain header (DH), domain agent (DA), common
host (CH) and foreign host (FH). The DH node is the center of the
corresponding domain, and all the DHs constitute a transport plane, i.e.,
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Plane 1. Another plane, named Plane 2, consists of all the DAs, CHs and
FHs.
HRALM uses NACK-based mechanism to recover the loss. However, the
NACK message is sent to different member (or set of members) in different
recovery phase or round because of the unreliability of member hosts. Since
the members in Plane 1 are usually in the top of the HRALM tree, HRALM
recovers the loss at members in Plane 1 through a quick and robust
approach, which ensures that the nodes in Plane 1 are relatively reliable.
Based on these relatively reliable nodes, HRALM uses multi-round approach
to recover the loss at members in Plane 2. Through the above hierarchical
recovery solution, the recovery performance in HRALM is effectively
improved.
HRALM also use an active recovery mechanism. In the mechanism, any
member duplicates and forwards the received recovery packet to its children if
it has not received the data unit carried by the recovery packet before
receiving the recovery packet. Since the loss at a member must result in the
same loss at downstream node, the above mechanism can effectively
improve the recovery performance.
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